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resident evil -- or at least the gamecube remake of it -- has aged surprisingly well. younger players
likely will find the dated controls a bit awkward (camera angles change automatically, and controls

for aiming map to the character's perspective rather than the player's), and the writing is undeniably
corny by today's standards. but the graphics, including some lovely real-time shadow and reflection
effects, hold up nicely, and there are still some legitimately creepy moments, especially when off-

screen sounds alert you that something's coming without revealing what it might be. the pc version
of resident evil 6 features some sort of special edition featuring a campaign that utilizes the pc as a

weapon. resi 6 has always been a game with an incredible amount of technical issues. this version of
the game, while being a little better than the previous one, is still a very buggy game. also, the

game no longer makes use of the mouse, which has always been a major part of the gaming
experience. it's a pretty bad experience to go through if you have a mouse. the game in general

feels like it's missing something. it feels like it was rushed. it feels like some parts have been cut out,
and others aren't where they should be. the sound is very important to the game, as are the

graphics. the sound and graphics are all done very well. so while the game is a bit of a mixed bag, it
has some incredibly good parts. the story is well written, and the characters are well developed. it's
very well done. ive never played a resident evil game before but i loved the idea of a board game

and when i was told that this game could be played on the ps3 i had to get it. it is a very easy game
to learn and it plays great. i cant wait to play this game with my friends at the next get together. the
controls were easy to pick up and it is a great game for your kids and i loved it. this game deserves a

10.
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this remastered version of capcom's 1998 survival horror classic is actually based on the remake
that arrived on gamecube in 2002. renowned as one of the games that kick-started the genre,

resident evil puts players in the shoes of one of two characters: chris redfield or jill valentine. both
are part of a special team of police officers in the fictional american town of raccoon city. they're

sent to investigate the disappearance of a group of fellow officers near a mansion on the outskirts of
town but quickly find themselves fighting for their lives as they encounter a house full of biological
experiments gone awry. a bizarre incident occurred on the outskirts of an american suburb called

raccoon city. it was later revealed that the terrible disaster had been caused by the t-virus, a
mutagenic toxin created by the international enterprise umbrella incorporated for use in bioweapon
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experiments. the raccoon city police departments special s.t.a.r.s. unit immediately began
investigation of the affair. the case was apparently closed.but the umbrella corporations experiments
were far from finishedthe retro pack is for the old-school resident evil fans out there, recreating the

style for each of the cards from resident evil 2: the board game and its expansions to match the
classic videogame release. it also includes a series of additional iconic tiles to customize your play

experience. if youre an old-school gamer who played the original title the first time around and want
to indulge your nostalgia for the good old days, then this expansion is definitely for you!this boxed
game expansion contains 6 double-sided game board tiles 324 cards 1 expansion booklet notes:

requires the base game resident evil 2: the board game. 5ec8ef588b
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